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Executive Summary
This case study examines approaches to data deposit, sharing and reuse in engineering
research fields within the UK Higher Education sector. In this sector engineering research is
an extensive area, employing over 4400 full‐time research staff making use of research
funds of more than £2.3 billion.
The study reports the disposition and the types of research data found in a University
engineering research centre at the University of Bath using a standard data audit
methodology. The focus of the study is on data or documents upon which analysis is carried
out so as to derive engineering research and design results. The data audit results are
considered in relation to the curation aspects of (a) data creation, (b) working with the
created data, (c) discovery, access and use of research data, (d) curation practices, and (e)
data sharing.
The context of the data findings is considered in the light of previous ethnographic studies
of how practising engineers use information and data for research and design as well as
previous surveys reviewing the information and communication pattern of engineers.
The case study highlights the commercial and industrial context for engineering research
which requires confidentiality and control of disclosure of information and data. This
defines, in many cases, what ‘appropriate’ data sharing can be. There is a lack of open public
repositories for engineering research data. The care and use of knowledge, information and
data is embedded in the social knowledge networks that engineers use to carry out their
work. Where information or data are held in a repository, engineers use colleagues to help
locate them, understand their usefulness and check their trustworthiness in a professional
context.
The findings of the case study are that for engineering research a simple prescriptive
approach to curation issues such as data sharing is unlikely to succeed. Further work is
needed to understand the creation and use of data over the wide and diverse fields of
engineering research. The approaches taken to the sharing, reuse and preservation of data
in fields like engineering research need to be appropriate if they are to influence
researchers’ choice of what to share, with whom and when.
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Recommendations
Recommendation 1 (section 2.2). UK Higher Education Institutions should be supported in
carrying out work to survey the disposition of engineering research data in their engineering
research centres. The Digital Curation Centre should continue through case work and
advocacy work its efforts to demonstrate not only the advantages of using standard audit
methodologies such as the Data Audit Framework (http://www.data‐audit.eu/) but also the
potential benefits of providing a cross‐institutional view of engineering research data in UK
higher education, allowing comparison and consideration in an international context.
Recommendation 2 (section 3.2.6). The Digital Curation Centre should seek to collect
examples of confidentiality agreements from UK higher education research projects that
work with industrial partners, and use these to develop an understanding of the impact
these have on data sharing practices over the research information lifecycle. This work
should be used to inform the development of data sharing agreements and templates to
supplement any DCC work on data management plans and templates.
Recommendation 3 (section 4). For engineering disciplines the role of informal sharing and
the use of social knowledge networks should be further recognised by research funders and
policy advocates in their policies governing research outputs and publications. More work
should be funded to understand the multiplicity of contexts in engineering research which
influence the appropriateness or otherwise of sharing, reusing and preserving knowledge,
information and data. This work should be based on the study of activities and practices of
work, such as mentoring, and supported by the engineering communities through which
sharable use of information would be achieved.
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1

Introduction and background

This DCC SCARP case study aims to provide some understanding of the approaches to data
deposit, sharing and reuse in engineering research fields within the UK Higher Education
system. The case study makes use of the existing literature covering how engineering
professionals work with data, information and knowledge, relating this to the results of an
audit of the types of research data found in an engineering research centre. Gaining an
understanding of researchers’ practice in producing, using and exploiting research data is an
important requirement for supporting the uptake of digital curation techniques appropriate
to the forms of digital working in each specialised field.
The broad themes of the SCARP case studies are as follows.
Policy drivers and barriers. Organisational and institutional factors including different skill
levels, deposit and preservation policies and arrangements, willingness to use these and the
relationships to incentives and reward structures within disciplines.
Stewardship practices. Research processes and methods, and how these relate to the digital
objects created (e.g. data, drawings and models, software tools and methods, repositories
and databases). How the digital assets produced (outputs) are used – including reuse and
sharing – and linked to publication. Attitudes to doing this and to the usefulness of prior
data, and the sustainability of collected digital information.
Tools and infrastructure. The tools and facilities used to collect, deposit, find, cite, discuss
and annotate the digital objects and to ensure persistence and preservation over long time
periods.
Preserving context. How communities of practice and their knowledge bases can be
characterised, and how understanding of the lineage and provenance of digital objects may
be documented.
1.1

Digital objects in Engineering

The variety of forms of data produced in engineering research is illustrated in the IdMRC
Data Audit (section 3). Those listed include engineering calculations and analyses, modelling
systems, specifications and instructions, data and text mining tools, concept and business
process mapping systems, simulation data, equipment measurements and logs,
questionnaire returns and interview recordings. The kinds of data used are even more
extensive. Systems supporting visualisation and modelling are extensively employed.
In looking at digital working we need to keep in mind that engineers work with both
analogue and digital forms. For instance, the use of logbooks by engineers is well
documented (McAlpine, Hicks, et al., 2006), and these may exist in paper or digital forms.
7
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The pattern of hybrid working, with analogue and digital forms, is observed in professions
such as civil engineering by Suchman (2000) who describes the use of Computer‐Aided
Design (CAD) systems to support integration of analysis, 3D visualisations, flattened
renditions as sections and plans with on screen working complemented by extensive use of
paper plans in consultation meetings.
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2
2.1

Engineering landscape
The character of Engineering as a discipline

Engineering, as a discipline or profession, covers a very wide field of knowledge. It is
generally thought of, in a technological context, as the application of scientific,
mathematical or technical knowledge in the design or implementation of devices or
machines, materials and structures in order to carry out useful work or to meet a useful
purpose. Given this wide scope any attempt to generalise about how engineers work,
including digital working, needs to be tempered by appreciation that there has been only a
limited number of studies of how engineers develop and use knowledge in actual practice
(Radcliffe, 2008).
The nature of engineering work practice varies with the different industrial sectors and with
the specialised engineering disciplines as well as the various stages of the lifecycle of
engineered products and systems. Empirical studies of how engineers work in carrying out
research and design have focussed at least partly on how they manage information,
knowledge and experience. A particular concern has been to understand how engineers
share and reuse knowledge and information (Ahmed, 2007). Any promotion of digital
curation techniques to engineering design and research practitioners needs to take account
of the empirical findings on how engineers work with information, including differences and
variation in practices, if the promotion is to be appropriate.
2.2

Scope for this case study

Organisations carrying out engineering research and design produce and work with a wide
variety of digital assets. These include data, tools and instruments such as algorithms and
software. In the context of this case study the focus is on data or documents upon which
analysis is carried out so as to derive engineering research and design results.
In the UK higher education system, the use of assets such as learning objects and published
research articles is supported through specialised institutional repositories and databases.
There are off‐the‐shelf software products which support institutional repositories and
records management. The ongoing care of data produced in engineering research, however,
does not receive special attention in current off‐the‐shelf products. This raises several
research questions: Does engineering research require specialised systems supporting data?
How is engineering research data currently cared for? What are the types and properties of
engineering research data? What does the research literature tell us about how practising
engineers use information and data for research and design?

9
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The UK Research Assessment Exercise 2008 broke engineering down into the following units
of assessment: Electrical and Electronic Engineering; General Engineering and Mineral &
Mining Engineering; Chemical Engineering; Civil Engineering; Mechanical, Aeronautical and
Manufacturing Engineering; Metallurgy and Materials. 1 Engineering is an extensive area of
research work in the UK Higher Education sector with over 4,400 fulltime research staff
employed, making use of research funding (from all sources) of more than £2.3 billion.
For the purposes of this case study the results of an audit of the data holdings in a research
centre in Mechanical, Aeronautical and Manufacturing Engineering were considered. The
result gives an indication of types of research data held but to generalise to the whole of
engineering (as defined in the RAE exercise) would require an ongoing programme of work
beyond a single case study.
Further data audit work in engineering could be supported by encouraging those
responsible for the care of research data to make use of self‐assessment tools. Two such
tools currently available are the Data Audit Framework (DAF), 2 which provides organisations
with the means to identify, locate, describe and assess how they are managing their
research data assets, and the Digital Repository Audit Method based on Risk Assessment
(DRAMBORA), 3 for self‐assessment of the effectiveness and trustworthiness of digital
repositories.
Recommendation 1. UK Higher Education Institutions should be supported in carrying out
work to survey the disposition of engineering research data in their engineering research
centres. The Digital Curation Centre should continue through case work and advocacy work
its efforts to demonstrate not only the advantages of using standard audit methodologies
such as the Data Audit Framework but also the potential benefits of providing a cross‐
institutional view of engineering research data in UK higher education, allowing comparison
and consideration in an international context.
2.3

How do practising engineers use information and data for research and design?

Recent ethnographic studies, for example Demian and Fruchter (2006) and Baird, Moore,
and Jagodzinski (2000), found that information work in engineering is socially mediated and
that reuse of knowledge is carried out through social knowledge networks. In short,
engineers rely on people as sources of information. In an industrial organisational context,
information held within an organisation is more critical to carrying out engineering work
1

The Research Assessment Exercise units of assessment for engineering may be found at
http://www.rae.ac.uk/panels/main/g/ (archived at http://www.webcitation.org/5mjFugImw on 2010‐01‐12).
For a US college view of engineering majors, see Engineers Dedicated to a Better Tomorrow (2007).

2

For more information about the Data Audit Framework, see http://www.data‐audit.eu/

3

For more information about DRAMBORA, see http://www.repositoryaudit.eu/
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Table 1. Characteristics of company experts versus those of details designers. Source:
Lowe, McMahon, and Culley (2004a).
Company ‘experts’

‘Detail designers’

Use large volumes of information

Use small volumes of information

Are heavily reliant on personal collections

Maintain small personal collections

Tend not to trust ‘central’ storage systems

Rely on group/company information
sources

Are prepared to search widely for
information

Are less prepared to ‘search’ for
information

Most dependent on text based
information

Use drawings and geometry most
frequently

Are the ‘authors’ of design guidelines

Are users of design guidelines

Know whether relevant work has been
done before, where to look and whom to
talk to

Carry out design by ‘look‐a‐like’

than sources external to the organisation (Hertzuim & Pejtersen, 2000). Where information
is held in a repository the engineers use colleagues to help locate it and understand its
usefulness. In a design context, by speaking to a colleague or mentor the experience used to
make decisions for a particular set of designs may be recovered and discussed. The
appropriateness of use or reuse of data (information) can be gauged in the context of
professional judgement and trust. Baird, Moore, and Jagodzinski captured social behaviours
that supported management of risks in engineering such as engineers routinely ‘prefacing
their contributions to team meetings and discussions with the name of the contributors of
their data’, a ‘verbal system of information provenance’. Skills are traded by members of
different design teams on the basis of peer recognition of expertise and trust. Demian and
Fruchter report that ‘one of the primary mechanisms for knowledge reuse is through
mentoring relationships’. The care of engineering information and data is embedded in the
social processes that support how engineers work together.
2.4

Information needs and information‐seeking behaviour of engineers

Lowe, McMahon, and Culley (2004a) introduced the concept of information profiles to
adequately characterise the information work patterns of engineers, according to the
different stages of the design lifecycle worked on and also in relation to the social
environment in which the engineers work. The study, based on the case of design engineers
in two different aerospace industry organisations, draws a clear distinction between
engineers who can be considered company ‘experts’ and mainstream design engineers
referred to as ‘detail designers’ (see table 1).
11
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The role of personal information stores for the expert included the need to ensure custody
of the full range of information and data needed to carry out early stage designs and
feasibility studies. There was active distrust of organisation‐wide repositories or document
libraries. Personal stores included a large number of domain‐specific technical reports and
tended to exclude project information such as correspondence, minutes etc. which were
stored in project files and/or local group filing systems. Lowe et al. (2004b, 2004c) found
that around 20% of a designer’s time is taken up with finding and absorbing information,
with this increasing for those in a more technical role. Around 40% of design information
requirements were met from personal information stores.
The study by Tenopir and King (2004) remains the most complete survey of information and
communication patterns of engineers to date, synthesizing forty years of research into the
topic. They found that engineers rely less on formal modes of communication such as
journals, and more on interpersonal and information modes of communication than do
scientists. The mix of formal and informal sources used by engineers is a result of the
diverse range of activities that they participate in: not only research, development, teaching
and management, but also design, production, construction and marketing. This is
confirmed by Ward (2005) who also contrasted the explicit knowledge used by engineers,
such as print and online sources, with the tacit knowledge held in the minds of the
engineers, embedded in organisational practices and expressed in artefacts.
The variety of forms of knowledge used by engineers is also commented on by Fahy, Lervik,
Easterby‐Smith, and Elliott (2009), though they see the tacit–explicit dualism as something
of an oversimplification. Their work is based on an approach of studying the actual practice
of engineers in real work contexts; this approach focuses on the learning that takes place as
people do things together. The theoretical perspective favours inter‐subjective knowledge
construction rather than regarding knowledge as something residing in an individual mind.
The approach is illustrated in a growing body of ‘practice turn’ literature. 4
Fahy, et al. apply this perspective in the study of the work of continuing product
development engineers in the aerospace industry. For diagnosing problems with products,
many forms of knowledge are important: expert knowledge, documentary records and
drawings, experiments and calculations, ‘community knowledge’, ‘knowing one’s way
around the archiving system’, and having a ‘feel’ for problems. The engineers act as
bricoleurs; that is, in order to accomplish tasks they assemble and organise knowledge from
whatever material, mental, social and cultural resources are at hand.
In a study of South African consulting engineers, du Preez (2008) found that the variety of
tasks in which engineers were involved led to a need for information from a wide variety of
sources, few of them formal publications. An additional trend observed was for information
4

For a brief review of ‘practice‐based studies’ and the ‘practice‐turn’ in organisation studies, see Corradi,
Gherardi, and Verzelloni (2008) and also Geiger (2009).
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needs to become less intense but more focused as a project progressed. Age, discipline and
gender were found to have little influence on information needs and sources consulted,
although older engineers relied more on their own experience and less on software.
Carstensen (1997) lists the following as typical information resources: previous designs,
similar products, design rationales, known issues with existing designs, component
specifications, standards, norms, established procedures, production line characteristics,
new materials and components, product documentation, personal expertise and literature.
There is in the literature a broad consensus that, despite variance by discipline, activity,
country and personal characteristics (level of education, age), engineers are largely task‐
focused, and therefore prioritise accessible and easy‐to‐use information (Tenopir & King,
2004; Pinelli, 1991, 2001).
A study by Needham, Sidwall, Bevan, and Harrington (2002) confirmed that for technical
information, engineers seek out the most accessible rather than the highest quality sources.
They may not be aware of the full range of information sources available, and find technical
reports hard to find. Kwasitsu (2003) also found that engineers’ choice of information
source was mostly based on availability, accessibility, relevance, currency and ease of use.
2.5

Engineering Digital Repositories Landscape Analysis

The concept of a repository, as a central place where documents and data are deposited
and cared for by specialists, is well established within industrial engineering. For larger
organisations at least, Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) systems are used to store and
manage access to the design documentation of record produced by that organisation; many
also facilitate the integration of design information into other systems and processes within
an organisation. Repositories may be private to a company or project, commercial with
access closed in the sense of being limited to subscribers, or open to public access without
restriction. As described in the case study by Hertzuim and Pejtersen (2000), the repository
in the sense of a corporate, company or project archive may consist of extensive paper
documents and analogue artefacts and well as computer‐based filing and retrieval systems.
Within academia, there is strong support for institutional repositories and discipline‐specific
data centres as curators of documents and data, often in relation to research output and
published material. 5 The usage of such digital repositories in academia varies greatly
between disciplines and between institutions.

5

For some background on digital repositories in academia, see the Digital Curation Centre briefing at
http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resource/briefing‐papers/digital‐repositories.pdf. For some case studies illustrating the
development of higher education institutional information services based on repositories, see
http://www.rsp.ac.uk/repos/cases and the other material available at the Repositories Support Project.
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As part of the PerX project to develop a pilot repository cross‐search service specifically
aimed at engineering information, 6 MacLeod and Moffat (2005) produced a landscape
analysis providing a review of digital repositories with content relevant to the engineering
subject area. PerX excluded ‘closed access’ commercially produced repositories which do
not allow free searching. This means commercial services such as traditional online
databases services providing indexes, abstracts and access to published engineering
literature (e.g. Inspec) were excluded.
Overall the finding of the landscape analysis was that the level of ‘digital repository
provision specifically for the engineering community appears to be relatively low’. PerX
considered a wide range of resource types which repositories might provide: research data,
pre‐ and post‐prints of journal and conference papers, technical reports, electronic theses,
learning objects, multimedia resources, and assessment materials; they also considered
national initiatives related to such repositories, alongside subject repositories and open
access journals. The report identified significant gap areas in the repository landscape,
notably in research data, subject‐based access, UK technical reports, open access journal
articles and assessment materials repositories. In other areas, levels of repository provision
were still relatively low, although there was better provision for metadata than full
resources.
2.6

Sharing Engineering Information

MacLeod and Moffat (2005) provide several reasons why engineering information is not as
freely available as information in some other disciplines. Journals published by or on behalf
of professional and learned societies tend to have a balanced mixture of industrial and
academic readers and authors; introducing an author‐pays model of publishing would likely
exclude industrial authors from contributing. Trade journals tend to publish content that is
largely ephemeral – news items and analyses, market information, news and reviews of
products and software, job advertisements, and so on – and therefore not amenable to
deposition in a repository. A sizeable proportion of engineering information cannot be
published at all due to matters of commercial sensitivity. While this is clearly important in
the industrial context, it also affects the academic context where the research involves
collecting data from industry or carrying out research with industrial and commercial
partners. Indeed, some academic engineering research has more of the character of
consultancy, with the research outputs circulated only within the industrial organisation
providing the funding. Finally, engineering data are often generated from private systems,
and therefore do not have quite the universal applicability that scientific data do.

6

For the Pilot Engineering Repository Xsearch (PerX) project, see http://www.icbl.hw.ac.uk/perx/; the
objective was to ‘develop a pilot service provides subject resource discovery across a series of repositories of
interest to the engineering learning and research community’: see http://www.engineering.ac.uk/
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In order to explain the landscape findings MacLeod and Moffat conducted a literature
review of three different aspects of engineering: the information and communication needs
of engineers, the complexity of their information landscape, and the information seeking
behaviour of engineers within the engineering discipline. The following are among the
conclusions drawn by MacLeod and Moffat:






2.7

‘Few repository sources were identified for engineering research data. There is no
engineering equivalent of the provision of bodies like UK Data Archive with coverage
of Social Sciences data.’
‘Overall there is less emphasis on open provision to research outputs in engineering
than there is in science.’
‘Repositories per se are [...] unlikely to become as important in engineering as they
have become, or may become, in some other disciplines.’

Disposition of research data

Given the above description of the information landscape for engineering, one approach to
exploring the practice of engineers in working with information and data is to examine the
disposition of research data in an academic centre where engineering research is carried out
and promoted. Whatever method is used to survey data in a particular institutional setting
some care is needed (and perhaps a degree of scepticism) in generalising results to the
whole of an academic discipline or to the whole area of professional practice.
For this case study use was made of the pilot audit carried out at the University of Bath as
part of the JISC project to develop the Data Audit Framework for use in UK Higher Education
institutions. The benefit of taking this approach is that other engineering research centres
could employ a common tool, use the same audit methodology, and so over time help to
build a fuller picture of the data disposition across differing engineering research centres
and across differing organisational or institutional settings.
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3

Engineering research data in higher education

Research data can be understood as research material in two senses: (a) as part of the
material used or created in carrying out a piece of research work, and (b) as part of the
outcome of the research, supporting the research results and research products.
Engineering research is often understood in a design context and involves working with a
complex continuum of disciplinarity, and may seek not only to generate knowledge but also
to support the transfer of techniques and to apply results in a professional practice context.
The work is often strongly linked with industry.
3.1

Data Audit

The purpose of a digital data audit is to cultivate awareness of the existence, location,
condition and value of digital assets. There are five core questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What data assets does the organisation currently hold?
Where are these assets located?
How have they been managed to date?
Which of these assets should be maintained in the long term?
Do current data management practices place any of these assets at risk?

An audit of the Innovative Design and Manufacturing Research Centre (IdMRC), University of
Bath was carried out over the summer of 2008. 7 The work formed part of the process of
developing the Data Audit Framework (DAF), which IdMRC materially assisted in by agreeing
to act one of the pilot sites for the audit methodology. The lessons learned and basic
approach taken are described in the report on the DAF methodology by Jones, Ross, and
Ruusalepp (2009).
3.1.1 Research Centre profile
The Innovative Design and Manufacturing Research Centre (IdMRC) is a research group
within the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Bath. It was set up in
October 2001 with funding from the EPSRC’s IMRC programme, and is one of sixteen such
centres in the UK. It has four research themes:


Advanced Machining Processes and Systems (AMPS) – Computer Numeric Control
(CNC) machining and inspection systems interoperation, new manufacturing
techniques.

7

For more information about the IdMRC, see http://www.bath.ac.uk/idmrc/ . For the context of collaborative
working with industry, see http://www.bath.ac.uk/idmrc/resources/industrial_collaboration.pdf.
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Constraint‐Based Design and Optimization (CBDO) – incremental improvements to
manufacturing processes and workflows.
Design Information and Knowledge (DIAK) – knowledge and information
management, advanced engineering documentation.
Metrology and Assembly Systems and Technologies (MAST) – measuring and reverse
engineering artefacts, testing metrology equipment and techniques.

Each theme is lead by an academic and administered by a Research Fellow or Officer. As at
summer 2008, the Centre had fourteen academics, three research fellows, sixteen research
officers and twenty research students. The IdMRC’s work is widely supported by industry,
especially from the aerospace and packaging sectors and with emerging strengths in shoe
and electronics manufacture.
3.1.2 Infrastructure profile
Extensive use is made of computer file systems (using formal directory structures and file
naming conventions) as a repository for research and other data. Each academic and
researcher of the Centre has their own PC, and access to a private network drive hosted by
Bath University Computing Services (BUCS). The academics within the Department of
Mechanical Engineering also have drive space on the general University network drive
(again hosted by BUCS) for use as shared drives by the projects they lead (hereafter referred
to as the Research drive). For example, researchers working on the KIM Project, headed by
IdMRC Director Christopher McMahon, have access to a shared drive under
.../Research/CAM/CAM‐0001/. A text index file under .../Research/ indicates to
which project each of these directories corresponds. A further index file in each academic’s
directory specifies to which academic the directory corresponds and, for each subdirectory,
the corresponding project, the date the folder was created, the date when the was folder
archived (if applicable) and a contact list of people chiefly responsible for the content;
additional notes may also be provided if the directory uses any special conventions or
configurations. Archived folders are kept for seven years unless otherwise specified in the
index file.
In addition, the Centre runs a pair of desktop PCs acting as servers, with one machine
backing up the other (hereafter referred to as the IdMRC drive). Each member of staff has a
personal area on these latter machines, while each theme has a shared area accessible to all
staff working on that theme. Several researchers use external hard drives to store and
transport their data, and a number back their data up on CD‐R. The Centre has a lab for
conducting experiments with manufacturing and measurement equipment. Most of the
pieces of equipment are controlled by PCs, which also act as the primary repository for data
generated by the machines. The University provides several additional tools relevant to data
management. It has its own Subversion repository, primarily for collaboration on software
development although it can be used to manage any plain‐text‐based project. It also has its
17
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own Wiki system; several researchers are using this as an alternative to sending
attachments by e‐mail, and for collaborating on documents.
3.1.3 Data management policies
Aside from the aforementioned policies and procedures for project data on the Research
drive, there are no formal data management policies in place within the Centre, although
some ad hoc principles are observed. For example, all data and documents exist in at least
two separate locations, and in many cases a further copy is lodged with the supervising
academic. More specific conventions are observed within each theme. For example, within
DIAK, any raw material deposited on the IdMRC drive – videos, sensor data – is kept
unchanged; any processed or cleaned versions are stored separately and do not overwrite
the original data. Within MAST, a formal directory structure and file naming convention has
been employed. The Research drive is a recent innovation, resulting from negotiations with
BUCS; of the fourteen IdMRC academics, five have project folders in this area. While
researchers have been encouraged to use it as the primary location for storing their
research data, take‐up is slow. There is no specific budget for data management.
3.1.4 Profile of data holdings
The Centre does not have a wealth of past data assets to draw on. This is partly because the
Centre is young – just under seven years old at the time of the audit in summer 2008 – but
rather more because of the nature of the research carried out.
A substantial proportion of the research performed by the Centre is carried out in
partnership with one or more private companies – as mentioned above, the Centre has
strong links with the aerospace and packaging industries as well as shoe and electronics
manufacturers. This means that many of the data held by the Centre are either supplied by
private companies or derived from data, information or knowledge held by them;
consequently, these data are protected by confidentiality agreements that may forbid their
reuse or even demand their destruction following the conclusion of the research. In such a
climate, there is little incentive or scope to share data across the Centre, and so the
prevailing culture is of each researcher looking after their own data on their own drive
spaces. For the audit, this meant that data collected and used by former researchers were
largely invisible – though in some cases copies were held by supervising academics – giving a
picture of mainly youthful data.
The assets predominantly fall into one of the following types.


Generated data. The data assets produced by the AMPS and MAST themes are
largely generated from the manufacturing and metrology machinery held at the
IdMRC.
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Data supplied by industry. The three themes other than MAST work extensively with
data sets supplied by industry. The long term importance of these data depends in
no small part on the confidentiality constraints placed on them: some may be kept
for future research or reference, while others must be deleted following completion
of the primary research. Three of the assets identified by the audit were held off‐site
by the external organisations to which they belonged.
Survey data (questionnaire responses, interviews). These appear only within the
DIAK theme, and in a variety of textual and audiovisual forms.
Software. The work of the Centre, across all themes, requires a certain degree of
technological innovation and so the Centre has produced custom software (and
indeed hardware) in the course of research. Most of these assets are still in use but
not currently curated.

The IdMRC has a number of other digital assets which fell outside the scope of the data
audit: for example, collections of researchers’ best papers, collected journal articles and
conference proceedings, and spreadsheets of contact information.
3.2

Curation aspects

For the purpose of this SCARP case study the findings of the IdMRC data audit were
examined and considered in relation to the following curation aspects:







Research Domain
Data Creation
Working with the created data
Discovery, access and use of research data
Curation practices
Data sharing

3.2.1 Research domain
Engineering research is carried out both by academics and within industry. Academia
generates some data that are not research data, while in industry the vast majority of data
are not what one would consider research data, although some classes of data appear in
both research and development contexts: for example, data arising from testing aspects of
designs such as maximum loads and aerodynamic behaviour.
The academic study of engineering has several branches:





developing experimental technologies;
improving design and manufacturing processes, tools and techniques;
understanding current engineering practice;
providing consultancy services to engineering firms.
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Industrial work is best characterised by product lifecycle: design (subdivided into
requirements, embodiment, and detailed design stages), manufacturing, in‐service
maintenance, re‐design and upgrading, decommissioning/disposal.
3.2.2 Data creation
In the course of its research, the IdMRC generates data of the following types:





















Computer‐aided design (CAD) models in many different incompatible and ephemeral
formats.
High speed (MPEG) and normal (MPEG, QuickTime, WMV) video captures of, for
example, manufacturing machines in action.
Ontologies (RDF, HTML, DAML, PPRJ).
Questionnaire returns (regular Office formats).
Interview recordings (Wave, MP3, WMA, proprietary Sony formats).
Data and text mining software and output data (XML, CSV).
Finite element analysis inputs (BDF Bulk Data Files) and outputs (Nastran OP2).
Digital pen image files (plus GIF transformations).
Mind maps (Inspiration).
Product structure maps (Studio MDL).
Matlab methods, macros and calculations.
IDEF0 process diagrams.
Topic maps (XML).
Rationale maps (IBIS, DRed).
Photographs (JPEG) of, for example, equipment layouts.
Constraint modelling software, macros and data outputs (SSW).
Simulation data (Witness).
Measurements and logs from experimental equipment, measurement equipment,
manufacturing equipment (various formats, including XML and proprietary
text/binary files).
Locally developed software.

In addition the Centre had access to many different corpora of industrial documents: some
within custom database/retrieval systems held by industrial partners, some held on campus
in regular Office document formats. For the most part these documents are commercially
sensitive.
These data are produced for the four reasons outlined above:



Proving the concept of innovative products and experimental techniques; for
example, indoor GPS for use in manufacturing, new modes of transport.
Improving existing design and manufacturing processes, tools and techniques; for
example, improving the reliability of packaging machines.
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Understanding current engineering practice; for example, how manufacturing costs
are estimated.
Providing consultancy services to engineering firms; for example, determining
possible improvements to their internal processes and manufacturing methods,
providing specialist metrology services.

The data tend to be used on a short term basis, that is, to support a single paper, report or
thesis, rather than to build up a resource over time. Data were kept in order to enable the
findings of a paper to be justified if necessary, without any expectation of reuse.
At the time of the audit, the IdMRC did not collect preservation or curatorial data. Some
ontologies and classifications were produced, but not necessarily with direct relevance to a
particular dataset. In general, effort was not dedicated to adding value to data beyond the
cleaning and analysis performed as part of preparing the associated paper, report, or thesis.
There was no culture of fully documenting data, meaning that the significance of data
produced by the Centre was and is in danger of being lost as researchers move on to other
things.
3.2.3 Working with the created data
The IdMRC uses several tools and technologies for analysis. The following is not an
exhaustive list:






Waypoint: faceted classification
Clemantine: data mining
Nastran: finite element analysis
SSW: constraint modelling
Matlab: calculations

Researchers tend to work singly or in very small teams on a particular research question. In
CBDO and MAST, researchers tended to work as lone consultants; in the former case,
examining a production line for possible improvements, and in the latter case, performing
measurements using specialist equipment. Within AMPS, a number of small projects were
being run, including some standards work. Within DIAK, at the time of the data audit most
of the work was associated with a single research project: a collaboration with ten other
universities, and involving both engineering and management researchers.
Some of the raw data that researchers worked on was so confidential the researchers had to
use it at the industrial partner’s site, and take only aggregated/anonymised derived data
away. The majority of data used or produced by the Centre can be kept on campus, but is
still commercially sensitive and cannot be released; some data may not even be shared with
other researchers in the same team or theme. The only data found by the audit to be
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published in any form was the software, firmware and data supporting the RepRap self‐
replicating rapid prototyper (or ‘3D printer’), which is available on SourceForge. 8
The data handled by the Centre is either owned by industrial partners or generated by
researchers, often from resources owned by industrial partners. As already mentioned, this
places tight restrictions on publication and use. The audit discovered no evidence of third
parties requesting access to the Centre’s data assets, and due to the issues above such
requests would likely be refused in most cases.
3.2.4 Discovery, access and use
The constraints on discovery, access and use at the Centre are as follows:





Commercial sensitivity (as noted above) places significant restrictions on discovery,
access and use.
With a few exceptions, most of the specialist software in use in the Centre is licensed
on a time‐limited basis, meaning that the readability of data associated with that
software relies on (a) the vendor continuing to offer the licence, and (b) the Centre
continuing to pay for it.
There are few repositories of engineering information of any kind, and certainly
there are no repositories dedicated to engineering research data.

The corresponding enablers are as follows:




The Engineering Repository Cross Search Demonstrator pilot service
(http://www.engineering.ac.uk) provides a cross‐search service for what little
Engineering information is available in repositories; this is mainly useful for
discovering teaching and learning materials rather than research data.
Some of the research within the Centre is looking at how to make industrial data
more integrable and interoperable, so some of the proof‐of‐concept data exhibit
these characteristics.

3.2.5 Curation practices
Quality assurance was largely left to individual researchers. No particular procedures were
imposed or commonly used. To a large extent, quality was determined through attempting
to use the data as the basis for published work. In one particular strand of research, a
sample group of students was recorded performing a design task. This needed to be
repeated (with different groups, design tasks and recording methods) a few times before a
usable set of data was created.

8

For more information on RepRap, see http://reprap.org/ or the project’s SourceForge page:
http://sourceforge.net/projects/reprap/
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Most of the activity in the IdMRC relating to the long‐term care and preservation of data is
concerned with storage. All data and documents within the IdMRC exist in at least two
locations, although a standard for which locations are used has not yet been established:
individual researchers choose from desktop hard drives, machine control computer hard
drives, removable media (hard drives, CDs, flash drives), and private and shared network
drives. There has been a move to get project data onto a dedicated networked Research
drive; management procedures, a formal directory structure and a retention policy have
been implemented for this drive, the details of which are given at section 3.1.2.
3.2.6 Sharing data
Sharing data is impeded largely by commercial sensitivities, and the resultant confidentiality
agreements. Where these do not apply, there is a mixed attitude to sharing data, with some
groups happy to make data available, some more cautious (perhaps looking to the
possibility of a spin‐out company) and to some the possibility of others being interested in
the data, or of being able to use it, does not occur.
Recommendation 2. The Digital Curation Centre should seek to collect examples of
confidentiality agreements from UK higher education research projects that work with
industrial partners, and use these to develop an understanding of the impact these have on
data sharing practices over the research information lifecycle. This work should be used to
inform the development of data sharing agreements and templates to supplement any DCC
work on data management plans and templates.
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4

Policy on care of engineering research data

Why bother to keep and care for data? Among the purposes served are:









to validate published research results, promoting challenge, scientific consensus,
trustworthy scholarship;
to retain unique observational and measurement data impossible to re‐create;
to retain data where cost of maintenance is cheaper that cost of re‐generation;
to act as reference data for future research, including collection‐based research to
generate new understanding in science and technology;
for use in teaching and public understanding of science and technology;
to comply with legal, regulatory and ethical requirements including exploitation of
intellectual property;
to permit informed choice, audit and record in decisions regarding data destruction
and deletion at appropriate stages of the information lifecycle;
to manage the persistence of the cultural and scientific record allowing for future
technological exploitation, scholarship and public understanding.

The Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC, 2009) Policy on access to
research outputs is an echo of the Research Councils UK position on access to research
outputs, and so supports the principles that ideas and knowledge derived from publicly‐
funded research must be made accessible for public use (as far as practicable) and that
outputs must be preserved and remain accessible for future generations. Jones (2009)
provides an analysis of the UK research councils’ policies in regard to curation requirements.
The EPSRC policy focus is on research outputs and publication; secure storage of the primary
data used as a basis for publication is a requirement. The EPSRC does not provide or support
a repository service for the deposit of engineering research publications or data. The
researcher’s institution is expected to provide the institutional or subject‐based repository
services required. This means in engineering research that provision for the curation of
knowledge, information and data will vary greatly according to the facilities and resources of
individual institutions and the pattern of local uptake of the services offered.
The focus on research outputs and publication means that research data, understood as
research material used or created in carrying out a piece of research work, is not really in
the scope of the policy. Rather the emphasis is on the specific sets of data that support the
results and products summarised or referred to in a research publication (journal paper,
conference paper), hence the concern with holding a copy securely in case checking is
needed to investigate a challenge to the findings. In engineering research there may be less
need, or demand, for data sharing in research publications.
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Recommendation 3. For engineering disciplines the role of informal sharing and the use of
social knowledge networks should be further recognised by research funders and policy
advocates in their policies governing research outputs and publications. More work should
be funded to understand the multiplicity of contexts in engineering research which
influence the appropriateness or otherwise of sharing, reusing and preserving knowledge,
information and data. This work should be based on the study of activities and practices of
work, such as mentoring, and supported by the engineering communities through which
sharable use of information would be achieved.
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5

Conclusions

In areas like Engineering the evidence of ethnographic studies and research on
communication and information patterns of engineers is that the care and use of
knowledge, information and data are embedded in the social processes that engineers use
to do their work. The issues of data deposit, sharing and reuse need to be informed by some
understanding of the exigencies faced by engineers in their research work, according to
their local circumstances and resources. The pattern is that sharing information is
conducted firstly through personal contacts and that the rationale, methods and analysis
used in producing data are just as important to share as the data itself; this communication
activity forms part of professional consideration before reuse can be made of ‘data’, or the
techniques used to produce data, in the different research contexts. Much of this
communication activity is not reflected in formal channels such as research journal
publication.
Research communities working in the wide fields of knowledge made subject to an
engineering research approach do not share a universal set of general disciplinary
characteristics that would support a simple prescription or fresh set of procedures or
policies, mandating the sharing or reuse of data. The approaches taken to the sharing, reuse
and preservation of data in fields like engineering research need to be appropriate if they
are to influence researchers’ choice of what to share, with whom and when.
Factors such as confidentiality in working with commercial partners or clients strongly
influence the appropriateness of what can be shared. The engineering and research
practitioners, and the managers of engineering research and design programmes, bring to
bear their own professional understanding of the material interests in each of the
specialised areas of work made subject to engineering approaches. This includes experience
of working to satisfy client requirements and protect client interests. The professional
understanding and judgment of what needs to be done to manage the material interests of
the cooperating parties is a major factor in ensuring success of a research or design project.
In considering the digital assets (data, models, software, systems of computing, digital
instruments) used to support engineering research work, the majority of digital assets may
remain private to the creator, research team or owning institution. Only a subset of this
information will be selected as a basis for collaboration with partners. In a commercial
context, the methods used in engineering research and design may be regarded as private
intellectual property to be protected so as to ensure exploitation. The eventual publication
of results, or the public availability of a research product, is achieved through stages and
processes that include the appropriate control of disclosure of information.
The information rights associated with digital assets require management. In making use of
a repository for digital assets (whether simply a computer file system with manual care of
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assets or a purpose‐designed repository system using standard protocols to support
interoperability and federation across individual repositories) there is a need to enforce the
policy governing information and data sharing agreements. The objective is the support of
appropriate sharing within a secure and trusted digital environment providing policy‐based
information rights management at use. In manual systems of working (e.g. repositories
based on computer file systems) this is managed by the researchers acting as gatekeepers
within an understood system for authorising significant disclosure to third parties (e.g.
agreement by the research director or a senior engineer).
Treloar and Harboe‐Ree (2008) describe a curation continuum approach which provides an
account of the different domains (private, shared, public) over which repository services and
digital data stores for research data might be expected to function. They demonstrate how
curation needs (e.g. for metadata to be provided at a certain breadth and depth) do vary
according to the different domains served by repository services. This variation is
particularly strong within engineering, where the perceived implications of information
being in one domain rather than another are huge. This factor, combined with the economic
pressures faced by industry, has a strong influence on whether and how much research
information can be made publicly available and how much in the way of resources and time
can be expended in making such information readily and safely reusable.
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